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O
ur understanding of genetic contributions to human brain 
development has dramatically expanded over the past 5 
years through access to large study populations that combine 

both genotypic and neuroimaging data. In particular, pioneering 
imaging–genetics studies from the ENIGMA consortium and the 
UK Biobank (UKB) dataset have started to reveal the relationship 
between neuroanatomical variation in health and genotypic varia-
tion tagged by common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)1–3. 
This work has revealed the pervasive and diverse influence of genes 
on brain morphology, reflected by moderate-to-high heritability esti-
mates and complex genetic architectures across anatomical subdivi-
sions of the human brain. However, to date, most large-scale studies 
linking ‘genome-wide’ SNP data to neuroimaging phenotypes have 
excluded the sex chromosomes (with few exceptions4), presumably 
because they require a unique analytic approach5. Notably, analysis 
of sex chromosomes must grapple with the following facts: (1) X- 
and Y-chromosome dosage differs between males (XY) and females 
(XX), and (2) one X-chromosome is randomly silenced in all cells of 
females through the process of X-inactivation6.

The current lack of data regarding sex chromosome influences 
on human brain organization in health is especially problematic 
when one considers several lines of evidence indicating that the 
X-chromosome might in fact have a disproportionately strong 
influence on brain development relative to other chromosomes. 
Specifically, it is known that X-chromosome genes show enriched 
expression in brain tissue relative to other chromosomes7, and the 
X-chromosome is enriched for genes that cause intellectual dis-
ability when mutated8. Furthermore, X-chromosome aneuploidy 
induces robust regional changes in human brain anatomy as mea-
sured by structural MRI9. These observations naturally lead to the 
as yet untested prediction that common genetic variation on the 
X-chromosome exerts an ‘oversized’ influence on human brain 
development as captured by measures of regional brain anatomy 
from structural MRI. In the present study, we directly test this 

prediction by leveraging well-substantiated theory from statistical 
genetics and large-scale data from the UKB (n = 32,256 individuals 
of European ancestry, 52.97% female, mean age = 64.31 years) to pro-
vide the first map of enriched X-chromosome influences (enriched 
XIs) on normative neuroanatomical variation in humans. To this 
aim, we performed a series of genome-based restricted maximum 
likelihood (GREML)10,11 analyses to facilitate the following investi-
gations: (1) evaluate evidence for X-chromosome dosage compensa-
tion in males and females; (2) partition total SNP-based heritability 
(h2

g

) across the autosomes (h2
a

) and the X-chromosome (h2
X

); and (3) 
test for enriched XIs on both global and regional measures of brain 
anatomy. We annotate observed XIs using spatial comparison with 
neuroimaging-derived maps of brain structure and function and 
with follow-up brain-region-specific X-chromosome-wide associa-
tion (XWA) analyses.

All global and regional measures of brain anatomy were esti-
mated using the FreeSurfer pipeline12,13 (Methods). We examined 
diverse regional measures, including subcortical volumes and cor-
tical volumes (CVs), as well as regional cortical surface area (SA) 
and cortical thickness (CT). Cortical phenotypes were estimated for 
each of the 358 regions of interest (ROIs) as defined by a recent 
multimodal parcellation from the Human Connectome Project 
(HCP-parcellation)14. Separate analysis of SA, CT and CV was 
motivated by the following considerations: SA and CT together 
determine CV, but differ greatly in their genetic, developmental and 
cellular determinants15; variation in SA is known to explain the bulk 
of CV variation across individuals and shows higher genetic cor-
relation with CV variation than CT16; and SA and CT differ in their 
genetic architecture such that SA is a less polygenic trait than CT, 
and is associated with larger absolute variant-specific effect sizes17. 
Given these considerations, and the observed distribution of XIs in 
our analyses (see below), we focus our manuscript on findings for 
regional SA and provide equivalent results for all other anatomical 
phenotypes in the supplementary materials.
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Results
X-chromosome dosage compensation and sex-biased XIs. To 
appropriately estimate h2

g

 while incorporating the X-chromosome, 
it is necessary to first determine whether h2

X

 should be modeled 
assuming full dosage compensation (under which X-linked genetic 
variance is greater in males than females), no dosage compensation 
(which would predict the opposite sex-bias in X-linked variance) 
or equal variance across men and women11. By comparing the fit 
of these models, we found evidence of full dosage compensation 
for all global measures of brain anatomy, as well as the vast major-
ity of regional measures (Supplementary Tables 1–5). This finding 
implies that the X-chromosome tends to explain a greater propor-
tion of neuroanatomical variation in males than females. To pro-
vide a complementary test of this inference, we used sex-stratified 
analyses to separately estimate h2

X

 in males and females for the 920 
cortical and subcortical ROIs for which the full dosage compen-
sation model fit best. Across these phenotypes, the median h2

X

 in 
males was 2.37-times larger (bootstrapped 95% confidence inter-
val (CI) = 1.70–3.25) than the median h2

X

 in females (Wilcoxon 
P = 1.18 × 10−23; Extended Data Fig. 1 and Methods).

Although we observed robust statistical support for full dos-
age compensation for almost all measures of regional brain anat-
omy (Fig. 1a (SA), Extended Data Figs. 2a (CV) and 3a (CT), and 
Supplementary Tables 1–5), there was substantial variation in the 
magnitude of this effect across the cortical sheet (Fig. 1b (SA), 
Extended Data Figs. 2b (CV) and 3b (CT), and Supplementary 
Tables 2–4). We reasoned that the sex biases in XI arising from full 
dosage compensation could potentially contribute to known sex 
biases in regional anatomical variance, which are particularly pro-
nounced for cortical SA18,19. To test this hypothesis, we computed 
the male:female ratio of SA variance for each cortical ROI in the 
UKB sample (Fig. 1c and Methods) and correlated inter-ROI dif-
ferences in this metric, with inter-ROI differences in the strength 
of statistical support for full dosage compensation (Fig. 1b). We 
observed a strong positive correlation between these two features 
of the cortical sheet (r = 0.76; Fig. 1d), which is consistent with a 
model in which regional sex-biases in XIs on SA variance contribute 
to regional sex-biases in SA variance.

XIs on neuroanatomical variation. Having determined the suit-
able X-chromosome dosage compensation model for each anatomi-
cal measure of interest (Supplementary Tables 1–5), we next used 
GREML10,11 to estimate h2

g

, which we further partitioned into h2
a

 and 
h

2

X

. This partitioning enabled us to test whether observed XIs on 
neuroanatomical variation were in excess of those predicted by the 
size of the X-chromosome genomic partition (corresponding to the 
theoretical null of equal per-SNP heritability). Drawing on existing 
methods for partitioning heritability10,11,20, we calculated the ratio of 
the proportion of heritability explained by the X-chromosome to 
the proportion of genomic base pairs located on the X-chromosome 
(~5%; Methods). This provided an intuitive index of the magnitude 
of XI enrichment (ratios > 1) or depletion (ratios < 1) for each phe-
notype. Furthermore, to test whether the observed enrichment or 
depletion of XI was statistically significant, we used a monotoni-
cally related enrichment Z-test to obtain a corresponding P value 
(Methods).

We first considered global measures of brain anatomy, includ-
ing total brain volume and surface-based estimates of total SA and 
mean CT. Our estimate of SNP-based h2

a

 for total brain volume was 
in line with that reported by a prior study3 using GREML in both 
releases of the UKB (72% versus 71%; Supplementary Table 1 and 
Methods). We observed a significant depletion of XIs for total brain 
volume (P = 3 × 10−4), with the observed h2

X

 reaching only 60% 
of the expected h2

X

 based on the size of the X-chromosome com-
partment (2.3% observed versus 3.8% expected; h2

g

 = 74%). Our 
estimates of h2

a

 for total cortical SA and mean CT (77% and 57%, 

respectively) were substantially larger than those reported by prior 
studies1,21 using summary statistics from genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS; excluding the X-chromosome) in a multisample 
cohort1 (34% and 26%, respectively) and both releases of the UKB 
data21 (32% and 23%, respectively). Of note, our observation that h2

a

 
estimates from GREML are larger than those produced by meth-
ods based on GWAS summary statistics is in line with published 
methodological comparisons of these methods in both simulated22 
and real23 data. We also observed a significant depletion of XIs for 
total SA and mean CT (P < 9 × 10−4, XIs ~50% of expectation from 
X-chromosome size, h2

g

 = 79% and 59%, respectively). The deple-
tion of XIs for measures of global brain anatomy implies that any 
enriched XIs on human neuroanatomical variation would need to 
operate at a more local scale involving the relative size of subcom-
ponents of the brain. To test this idea, we conducted GREML analy-
ses of regional anatomical traits after regressing out the appropriate 
global trait (for example, regional volume controlling for total brain 
volume, regional CT controlling for overall mean CT and regional 
SA controlling for total SA).

Our GREML-based estimates of h2
g

 for measures of regional 
brain anatomy in the full UKB sample (Supplementary Tables 2–5 
and Methods) reinforced prior reports1 of higher heritability for 
regional SA compared to regional CT (Supplementary Tables 2 and 
3), and substantial inter-regional variation in heritability across the 
cortical sheet (Fig. 2a (SA) and Extended Data Figs. 4a (CV) and 
5a (CT)). Importantly, our estimates of h2

a

 were closely aligned with 
those reported in a prior study3 that also used a GREML approach 
to estimate heritability in an earlier release of the UKB imaging 
data. Specifically, the ranges of h2

a

 for comparable subcortical vol-
umetric phenotypes examined in both studies were very similar, 
being 31–63% in our study (mean 48%) and 33–63% (mean 54%) in 
the study by Zhao and colleagues3. We used autosome-only GREML 
analyses to test and verify the expectation that estimates of total her-
itability would be consistently greater with inclusion compared to 
exclusion of the X-chromosome (Supplementary Tables 2–5). The 
mean proportion of h2

g

 lost by exclusion of the X-chromosome was 
greatest for regional measures of SA (mean cross-ROI heritability 
loss for SA = 7.58% (95% CI = 7.14–8.02%)), lowest for CT (2.83% 
(95% CI = 2.47–3.19%)) and intermediate for their product, CV 
(6.59% (95% CI = 6.23–6.94%)). The proportion of SA heritability 
lost from exclusion of the X-chromosome was remarkably large for 
several ROIs (Supplementary Table 2). For example, although the 
X-chromosome accounts for ~5% of the genome, the proportion of 
h

2

g

 explained by the X-chromosome partition exceeded 20% for rela-
tive SA of several cortical regions, including the right superior pari-
etal cortex (areas 7pl and LIPv in ref. 14), the right premotor cortex 
(area PEF14), the right entorhinal cortex (area ec14), the left ventral 
postcentral cortex (area 4314), the left perisylvian cortex (area PSL14) 
and the left supramarginal cortex (area p_fm14).

The magnitude of XIs (that is, h2
X

) varied substantially across 
brain regions and phenotypes (Fig. 2b (SA), Extended Data Figs. 4b 
(CV) and 5b (CT), and Supplementary Tables 2–5), as did the ratio 
between observed and expected XIs on human brain anatomy (XI 
ratio) (Fig. 2c (SA), Extended Data Figs. 4c (CV) and 5c (CT), and 
Supplementary Tables 2–5). We did not find evidence for enriched 
XIs on any regional measure of subcortical volume (Supplementary 
Table 5). In the cortex, observed XI ratios were consistently greater 
for regional measures of SA and CV than CT (Extended Data Fig. 6a).  
For example, ~66% of SA ROIs showed an XI ratio greater than 1, 
whereas only ~18% of ROIs met this criterion for CT (Supplementary 
Tables 2 and 3). We also observed a strikingly stronger spatial cou-
pling between regional variation in the XI ratio for SA and CV than 
for CT and CV (r = 0.72 and r = 0.11, respectively; Extended Data 
Fig. 6b,c). There was a weak spatial coupling between the XI ratio for 
SA and CT (r = 0.15; Extended Data Fig. 6d). Taken together, these 
results indicate that enriched XIs on cortical anatomy are much more 
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widespread for regional SA than regional CT and that XIs on regional 
CV are more a function of XIs on SA than CT.

After correcting for multiple comparisons within each pheno-
type (that is, SA, CT and CV) across all 358 cortical ROIs, we identi-
fied 75 regional measures with significant XI enrichment (that is, XI 
Z-statistic significantly > 0; Supplementary Tables 2–5), 56 (75%) of 
which were regional measures of SA. In contrast, 93 regional corti-
cal measures showed significant XI depletion (that is, XI Z-statistic 
significantly < 0; Supplementary Tables 2–5), and the majority of 
these were regional measures of CT (Extended Data Figs. 7 and 
8). Notably, the medial occipital visual cortices represented a con-
centrated locus of significant depletion of XIs for both primary 
dimensions of the cortical sheet (SA and CT) and their product 
(CV) (Extended Data Fig. 8). Thus, we observed robust statistical 

evidence for enriched XIs on human neuroanatomical variation, 
and this effect was most apparent for the relative SA in specific sub-
regions of the cortical sheet centered on the bilateral sensorimo-
tor, the temporoparietal junction, the medial parietal and medial 
temporal cortices, the right inferior frontal and medial prefrontal 
cortices, and the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Fig. 2d,e and 
Extended Data Fig. 8).

We took four complementary approaches to assess the reproduc-
ibility of our findings for XIs on regional SA. First, we compared 
spatial patterning of the XI Z-statistic for regional SA between the 
first and second releases of the UKB neuroimaging data and found 
this to show moderate reproducibility (cross-ROI Pearson’s correla-
tion in XI Z-statistics between the two releases: r = 0.52; Extended 
Data Fig. 9a). This compares favorably with the spatial reproduc-
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ibility seen for associations between behavior and regional brain 
anatomy, for example, see ref. 24. Second, we quantified cross-ROI 
correlations in the XI Z-statistic for SA between 100 randomly gen-
erated split-halves of the full UKB sample. The mean cross-ROI 
Pearson’s correlation in XI Z-statistics across the split-half analyses 
was r = 0.55 (Extended Data Fig. 9b). Third, we confirmed that the 
spatial patterning of observed XI Z-statistics was highly reproduc-
ible when GREML analyses were re-run using a more conserva-
tive minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold (cross-ROI r = 0.96; 
Extended Data Fig. 9c). Fourth, to assess parcellation effects, we 
also computed regional XI for SA using an alternative cortical  

parcellation scheme that has been extensively used in prior work, 
and divides the cortex into 308 similarly sized subdivisions of ROIs 
from the gyral-based Desikan–Killiany parcellation25 (henceforth, 
termed 308-parcellation). This alternative parcellation scheme also 
provides access to a validated ‘spin’-based technique for comparing 
the spatial similarity between two cortical features26,27 (Methods). We 
projected regional XI Z-statistics for SA from the HCP-parcellation 
(Fig. 2c) into the 308-parcellation (Methods) and confirmed that 
the spatial distribution of XIs from this map was highly similar to XI 
Z-statistics computed within the 308-parcellation itself (cross-ROI 
r = 0.76, Pspin < 1 × 10−4; Extended Data Fig. 9d,e).
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Topographic annotation of enriched XIs on cortical SA. Taken 
together, the findings above indicate that SNP-based variation on 
the X-chromosome exerts a disproportionately large influence on 
SA variation in a specific subset of cortical regions (Fig. 2c,d). We 
hypothesized that the spatial patterning of enriched XIs on SA may 
align with functional topography of the cortical sheet. To test this 
notion, we harnessed the 308-parcellation-based map of regional 
XIs on SA (Extended Data Fig. 9d) to access spin-based methods26,27 
to directly compare the spatial distribution of XI effects on cortical 
SA against cortical annotations from independent functional neu-
roimaging data28,29 (Methods).

We first asked whether the spatial distribution of XIs on SA 
was organized in a non-random manner relative to the topography  
of canonical resting-state functional connectivity networks in 

the human brain (as defined by the well-validated Yeo–Krienen-
17-parcellation28; Methods). The assignment of cortical ROIs from 
the 308-parcellation to network labels from the Yeo–Krienen-17 
atlas explained a significantly large proportion of inter-regional 
variation in XIs for SA (compared to 10,000 spins of these assign-
ments, omnibus Fobserved = 5.9, Pspin = 0.01). We further character-
ized this significant omnibus alignment between regional XI 
enrichment for SA and functional connectivity networks with 
post hoc overlap tests for each of the network components con-
tained within the Yeo–Krienen-17-parcellation. The following 
six network components overlapped regions of significant XI 
enrichment for SA with an odds ratio > 1: one subcomponent 
of the motor network; two subcomponents from the frontopa-
rietal network; and individual subcomponents from the ventral  
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attention, dorsal attention and default-mode networks (Pspin < 0.01 
for one motor and one ventral attention subnetwork; Fig. 3a,b and 
Supplementary Table 6).

To annotate the topographical pattern of enriched XIs on cortical 
anatomy using finer-grained distinctions between different aspects 
of human brain function, we also compared the map of significantly 
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Fig. 4 | X-linked genes associated with regional SA phenotypes with enriched Xis. a, X-chromosome-wide Manhattan plot of the minimum P value for  

each gene across all tested phenotypes. The x axis refers to the chromosomal position, the y axis refers to the significance of the gene-based association 

test as a −log10(P value), the horizontal dashed line denotes X-chromosome-wide significance (P = 6.91 × 10−5), and the horizontal two-dashed line denotes 

a more conservative significance threshold accounting for all tested phenotypes (P = 1.23 × 10−6). To improve readability, the y axis has been exponentiated, 

giving more space to significant genes and permitting the inclusion of gene labels. Circle size corresponds to the number of tested SNPs in each gene.  

b, Categorical map of gene discovery, where black refers to regions that were not tested (that is, those with no significant XI enrichment), yellow refers  

to regions that were tested but did not identify any genes in the gene-based tests and red refers to regions with significant gene associations. c, Bar chart  

of the top ten enriched disease ontologies based on Enrichr analysis. Fisher’s exact test was used to compute one-sided P values, which are plotted along  

the x axis on a −log10 scale. Asterisks and color denote significance after correcting for multiple comparisons. d, Smoothed line plot of gene set expression 

across developmental time in the PsychENCODE dataset for the 20 identified genes. The x axis refers to the age of the sample in days (on a log2 scale),  

the y axis refers to expression, and each data point refers to a brain sample.
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enriched XIs on SA with 30 different meta-analytic maps of cortical 
activation from Neurosynth29,30 (Methods). These 30 maps span the 
gamut of cognitive constructs (or ‘topics’) examined across >11,000 
individual functional neuroimaging studies contained within the 
Neurosynth database30 (Supplementary Table 7). We observed a 
significant omnibus alignment between the spatial patterning of 
these 30 Neurosynth topic maps and regional XI enrichment for SA 
(mean Fobserved = 9.3, Pspin = 0.02; Methods). Post hoc analysis identi-
fied 16 Neurosynth topic maps that overlapped regions of signif-
icant XI enrichment for SA with an odds ratio > 1, the following 
five of which were significant at Pspin ≤ 0.01: somatosensory, motor, 
response inhibition, conflict response and cognitive performance 
(Fig. 3c, Supplementary Table 7 and Methods).

Thus, our comparison with two complementary functional 
annotations of the cortical sheet suggests that enriched XIs on SA 
tend to be concentrated in a subset of functional systems within the 
cerebral cortex, including the following: (1) a somatomotor system 
encompassing primary sensory, primary and supplemental motor, 
and insular regions; (2) a response–inhibition system centered on 
the inferior frontal gyrus; and (3) higher-order attentional and 
default-mode systems centered on the temporoparietal junction.

Genomic annotation of enriched XIs on SA. To identify which 
specific genes might be relevant to the observed enriched XIs on 
human brain anatomy, we conducted a series of gene-based XWA 
analyses in each of the 56 cortical SA phenotypes that exhibited 
significant XI enrichment (Methods). Briefly, we observed sub-
stantial inflation of the gene-based test statistics for these pheno-
types (median gene-based λ

GC

 = 1.36 (IQR = 1.25–1.48)), which 

is indicative of a robust polygenic signal on the X-chromosome 
(but could also reflect remaining population stratification despite 
our control for this in the analysis). Next, to synthesize results 
across the enrichment map, we calculated the minimum P value 
for each gene across all particular ROIs (Fig. 4a, with results of 
SNP-based association testing provided in Extended Data Fig. 10). 
This yielded a list of 20 X-chromosome genes that met the thresh-
old of X-chromosome-wide significance for gene-based testing 
(P = 6.91 × 10−5) across the cortex (Table 1 and Fig. 4b), and one 
gene (ZIC3) that met the stricter significance threshold correcting 
for all phenotypes tested (P = 1.23 × 10−6).

Biological annotation of the 20 X-linked genes implicated by 
XWA for regional SA revealed significant enrichment of these 
genes in the following four disease ontologies: X-linked intellec-
tual disability, intellectual disability, hydrocephalus and autism 
spectrum disorder (Fig. 4c and Methods). Of note, the enrich-
ment for X-linked intellectual disability is likely reflective of the 
fact that this annotation is defined by X-linkage status, which was 
shared by all the genes we submitted to overrepresentation analysis 
against a genome-wide background gene set. However, this caveat 
does not apply to other significant disease annotation enrichments. 
We also independently verified that—after restricting the analysis 
to only those genes that are expressed in the human brain per the 
Human Protein Atlas31—XWA significant genes were significantly 
enriched among a manually curated list of genes showing probable 
or confirmed associations with developmental disabilities by the 
Deciphering Developmental Disorders (DDD) project32,33 (hyper-
geometric P = 3.24 × 10−3; Methods). Taken together, these analy-
ses indicate that relative to all other brain-expressed genes, those 

Table 1 | X-chromosome genes associated with regional SA phenotypes

Gene cHR BP location NSNPs NPAR N Pmin Roi(s) DDD Xci

ARX X 25021811:25034065 6 3 33670 2.80 × 10−5 lh_l_d23ab Yes No call

AVPR2 X 153167985:153172620 7 2 33770 1.43 × 10−5 lh_l_43 No Discordant

CLIC2 X 154505500:154563966 68 4 33756 1.44 × 10−5 rh_r_pf Yes Mostly subject 
to XCI

CXorf22 X 35937851:36008269 114 6 33703 4.70 × 10−5 lh_l_rsc No No call

DUSP9 X 152907946:152916781 3 2 33535 3.12 × 10−5 rh_r_stv No Subject to XCI

IL1RAPL2 X 103810996:105011822 1114 55 33648 4.60 × 10−6 rh_r_pf No Discordant

IRS4 X 107975712:107979651 7 2 33847 3.75 × 10−6 rh_r_v4t No Mostly subject 
to XCI

L1CAM X 153126969:153174677 61 9 33608 6.34 × 10−5 rh_r_a32pr Yes Mostly escape 
from XCI

LCA10 X 153146127:153154444 13 3 33476 1.70 × 10−5 rh_r_a32pr No Not applicable

LUZP4 X 114524293:114542121 20 5 33689 3.56 × 10−5 rh_r_pef No No call

PJA1 X 68380694:68385636 7 3 33753 3.86 × 10−5 rh_r_pos2 No Subject to XCI

RAB39B X 154487526:154493874 4 2 33831 3.07 × 10−5 rh_r_pf Yes Subject to XCI

RP6-24A23.6 X 107965300:107975917 2 1 33789 1.15 × 10−5 lh_l_31pd No Not applicable

TMLHE X 154719776:154899605 196 8 33757 1.77 × 10−5 rh_r_pf No Subject to XCI

TNMD X 99839799:99854882 15 5 33688 6.23 × 10−6 lh_l_stv No No call

VBP1 X 154425284:154468098 51 9 33704 4.94 × 10−6 lh_l_31pd, rh_r_pf No Subject to XCI

ZCCHC12 X 117957753:117960931 2 1 33392 2.37 × 10−5 lh_l_ec No Subject to XCI

ZDHHC15 X 74588262:74743337 262 10 33806 6.31 × 10−5 rh_r_scef Yes Subject to XCI

ZIC3 X 136648301:136659850 9 3 33754 6.50 × 10−7 lh_l_pf, rh_r_op4, 
rh_r_pf

Yes Subject to XCI

ZXDB X 57618269:57623906 2 1 33817 2.96 × 10−5 rh_r_v4t No Subject to XCI

BP, base pair; CHR, chromosome; DDD, whether the gene has been linked to developmental disorders in the DDD project32,33; NPAR, number of effective parameters in the MAGMA gene-based test; 

NSNP, number of SNPs in the MAGMA gene-based test; Pmin, minimum P value for a gene across SA area phenotypes; ROI(s), region(s) of interest (in the HCP-parcellation) with significant gene-based 

association; XCI, X-chromosome inactivation status in Balaton et al.43.
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X-linked genes highlighted in our gene-based XWA analyses are 
enriched for those that can cause neurodevelopmental disorders 
when mutated. We did not find that XWA-implicated genes were 
significantly enriched for DDD target genes relative to all other 
brain-expressed X-chromosome genes (hypergeometric P = 0.1). 
In keeping with these disease enrichments for disorders with early 
developmental roots, we found that this set of X-linked genes were 
most highly expressed in cortical tissue during prenatal life in the 
PsychENCODE dataset34 (Fig. 4d and Methods). Thus, both topo-
graphic (Fig. 3) and genomic (Fig. 4) annotations of enriched XIs 
on human cortical anatomy converge to highlight a concentration 
of XIs on brain circuits and genes that are important for adaptive 
behavior.

Discussion
Our study advances the understanding of genetic influences on 
human neuroanatomical variation in four key directions, with sev-
eral implications for neuroscientific theory and practice.

First, we provide novel evidence from quantitative genetics for 
X-chromosome dosage compensation effects on human brain anat-
omy. This evidence is detectable for the majority of structural traits 
examined, which is in line with evidence for X-chromosome inac-
tivation from molecular genetics6. Thus, common X-linked genetic 
variation tends to account for a greater proportion of phenotypic 
variation in brain anatomy among males compared to females. 
This hitherto unknown sex difference in the genetic architecture 
of human neuroanatomical variation echoes the male-biased pen-
etrance of rare X-linked variation for intellectual disability8. Both 
of these phenomena could be explained by the monoallelic status 
of X-linked genes in males and resultant unmasking of recessive 
allele effects in males8 combined with invariance in X-chromosome 
parent of origin across male tissues versus the potential for mixed 
contribution of maternally and paternally inherited X-chromosome 
alleles in females6. Such mechanisms have also been proposed to 
contribute to greater overall phenotypic variance in the heteroga-
metic sex of species with chromosomal sex-determination systems 
(XY males in eutherian mammals, and ZW females in birds and but-
terflies)35. Our study provides new empirical support for this idea by 
showing that cortical regions with a larger male bias in SA variance 
tend to show stronger evidence of full X-chromosome dosage com-
pensation. However, it is important to note that the small size of 
the X-chromosome partition means that even large sex differences 
in common X-linked genetic variance cannot be the sole source of 
those sex differences in overall phenotypic variance observed for 
cortical SA. An important goal for future work would be to develop 
approaches to estimate Y-chromosome influences on trait variation, 
and ask how these relate to those from the X-chromosome, espe-
cially for traits with sex-biased means or variances.

Second, by partitioning total heritability into X-linked and auto-
somal compartments, we directly quantified the information that 
can be lost by failing to consider the X-chromosome in genomic 
studies of brain-related phenotypes5. The observation that this 5% 
portion of the genome can account for over 20% of SNP-based heri-
tability for some traits is particularly sobering. We note that the true 
magnitudes of trait heritability lost by excluding the X-chromosome 
are likely to be larger than the estimates provided by our study 
design, which excludes rare genetic variation, non-additive genetic 
effects and pseudoautosomal regions of the X-chromosome36. 
Nevertheless, our findings from the GREML analysis provide new 
quantitative genetic support for prior theories from earlier tran-
scriptomic7 and clinical8 data that predicted an enriched influence 
of the X-chromosome on neurodevelopmental traits.

Third, we show that enriched XIs on human brain anatomy 
appear to be focused on particular morphometric proper-
ties. Observed XIs on global measures of brain anatomy, such 
as total brain volume, total SA and overall mean CT, are in fact  

significantly smaller than would be predicted from the size of the 
X-chromosome partition, and we failed to detect evidence for 
enriched XIs for any regional measure of CT (with the sole excep-
tion of an isolated region within the left premotor cortex (area 
6d)14). In contrast, XIs are markedly enriched for relative SA in 
several regions of the cortical sheet (which translates into enriched 
XIs on several measures of regional CV). This morphometric selec-
tivity suggests that enriched XIs on the developing brain are likely 
to be operating on one or more of the biological processes that are 
capable of shaping local SA independently of global SA37. Such 
processes include morphogen gradients, local rates of neuronal 
progenitor pool division, the degree of tangential radial migration 
during neuronal population of the cortical plate and the spatial 
patterning of thalamocortical inputs38.

Fourth, to put our findings in a richer biological context, we 
combined two complementary approaches for annotation of 
observed enriched XIs on regional cortical SA: (1) comparison 
of the enriched XI map with independently generated functional 
annotations of the cortical sheet and (2) XWA analyses that iden-
tify specific X-linked genes influencing regional SA. Using recently 
developed surface-based methods for functional annotation of 
cortical maps26,27, we showed that enriched XIs on regional corti-
cal SA are overrepresented within cortical systems involved in 
motor control, decision-making and attention. These annota-
tional results do not directly demonstrate a relevance of XIs on 
SA for inter-individual variation in brain function but provide an 
anatomical context for orthogonal evidence from XWA analyses. 
Specifically, several of the X-linked genes we found to be linked 
to SA variation are known to cause intellectual disability when 
mutated in humans. For example, RAB39B encodes a GTPase that 
is involved in vesicular trafficking, is associated with X-linked 
intellectual disability, autism spectrum disorder and macrocephaly 
when mutated, and is thought to be involved in neurogenesis, neu-
ronal fate and regulation of brain development39. Another X-linked 
intellectual disability risk gene identified by our XWA analyses is 
L1CAM, which encodes an axonal glycoprotein with roles in neu-
ronal migration and differentiation40. The association of enriched 
XIs with cortical systems and genes that are important for adap-
tive behavior is consistent with evolutionary theories regarding 
enrichment of the X-chromosome for genes influencing traits 
that are important for reproductive fitness41. Specifically, as the 
X-chromosome is hemizygous in XY males, it has been theorized 
that X-linked variation should be subject to strong negative and 
positive selection for alleles that reduce and enhance reproduc-
tive fitness, respectively42. In this context, it is notable that some 
of our topographic and genomic annotations linked enriched XIs 
on SA to higher-order cognitive processes that may be particularly 
important for reproductive competitiveness in humans8.

Taken together, our findings suggest that the very chromosome 
that has been conspicuously excluded from large-scale imaging 
genetic research in fact exerts a conspicuously large influence on 
several aspects of human brain anatomy. Moreover, we show that 
this influence is sex biased in its magnitude and involves both brain 
networks and genes that are known to be relevant for adaptive func-
tion in humans.
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Methods
The UKB sample. The UKB is a large-scale biomedical study designed to 
investigate the influence of genetic and environmental variables on human health 
and well-being44. All participants provided informed consent, were genotyped 
and completed a myriad of questionnaires related to complex traits. A subset of 
participants also took part in a MRI protocol, where they attended a scanning 
appointment at one of three sites. Following exclusions described below, the sample 
size for the present study was 32,256 (52.97% female, mean age = 64.31 years). Data 
and materials are available via UKB (https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk).

Image acquisition and preparation. Detailed information regarding the UKB 
image acquisition process is available from the UKB website (https://biobank.ctsu.
ox.ac.uk/crystal/crystal/docs/brain_mri.pdf). Imaging data were downloaded 
on 23 April 2020. T1-weighted and T2 FLAIR structural scans were acquired on 
identical Siemens Skyra 3T scanners. For T1-weighted imaging, a 3D MPRAGE 
sequence was used with 1-mm sagittal slices, 1 ×1-mm in-plane resolution, 
in-plane acceleration iPAT = 2 and prescan normalization. For T2 FLAIR imaging, 
a 3D SPACE sequence was used with 1.05-mm sagittal slices, 1 ×1-mm in-plane 
resolution, in-plane acceleration iPAT = 2, partial Fourier = 7/8, fat saturation, 
elliptical k-space scanning and prescan normalization45.

We used the PreFreeSurfer and FreeSurfer pipelines from the HCP pipeline 
(v.3)46 (https://github.com/Washington-University/HCPpipelines) for the data 
pre-processing of the T1-weighted and T2 FLAIR MRI scans. The PreFreeSurfer 
pipeline corrected gradient nonlinearity distortion and aligned the T1-weighted 
and T2 FLAIR images. The FreeSurfer pipeline used FreeSurfer (v.5.3.0)47 
software (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) for the surface reconstruction 
from the T1-weighted images. Briefly, the cortical surface for each participant 
was reconstructed using the following steps: skull stripping48; segmentation of 
cortical gray and white matter45; separation of the two hemispheres and subcortical 
structures12,13,49; and, finally, construction of a smooth representation of the gray–
white interface and the pial surface50. To examine regional anatomical phenotypes, 
we used the multimodal HCP-parcellation14 as our primary parcellation of interest. 
An alternative gyral-based (that is, anatomically driven) 308-parcellation was used 
for sensitivity analysis and to implement spin-based map-alignment tests (see 
below). To define the 308 anatomical labels within this alternative parcellation, 
the 68 cortical regions in the Desikan–Killiany atlas51 were subparcellated into 
308 spatially contiguous regions (152 for the left hemisphere, 156 for the right 
hemisphere) of approximately equal size (~5 cm2) using a backtracking algorithm 
as previously described25. Both the HCP-parcellation and the 308-parcellation were 
generated once on the surface of the standard anatomical template (fsaverage) and 
subsequently transformed to the surface of each individual subject. The surface 
parcellation for each subject was then interpolated and expanded to their respective 
T1-weighted volume. Regional SA, CT and CV for each parcellation was computed 
using Freesurfer’s ‘mris_anatomical_stats’ command and subcortical volume for 
the standard ‘aseg’ subcortical parcellation was calculated using the ‘mri_segstats’ 
command. Finally, regional measures were adjusted for their corresponding global 
phenotype (that is, regional CV for total brain volume, regional SA for total SA and 
regional CT for mean CT) separately within each sex before analysis.

Genotyping, imputation and quality control. Genotyping and imputation 
procedures were centrally performed by the original UKB investigators52. 
Genotype data for the autosomes and X-chromosome were phased and imputed 
using SHAPEIT353 and IMPUTE452, respectively. For the X-chromosome, the 
pseudoautosomal regions and non-pseudoautosomal regions were phased and 
imputed independently, applying the same approach used for the autosomes. As 
the genotyping, haplotype estimation (phasing) and imputation procedures for 
all genetic markers have already been extensively described by the original UKB 
investigators, we refer the reader to their previously published study for further 
details52. Information regarding these procedures is also available at https://www.
ukbiobank.ac.uk/scientists-3/genetic-data/.

In the present study, we followed best practices for estimating heritability and 
applied additional quality control filters to this aim. First, using the quality control 
variables provided by the UKB investigators, we removed participants with putative 
sex chromosome aneuploidy (as the original UKB investigators inferred from the 
measured intensities of chromosomes X and Y)52, excessive heterozygosity (that is, 
poor quality genotype data) and mismatched self-reported sex and chromosomal 
sex. Next, we restricted the sample to participants of non-Hispanic European 
ancestry with processed neuroimaging data (n = 33,870) to minimize the potential 
influence of population stratification. We then applied standard thresholds to the 
imputed variants, excluding those with (1) an imputation score of less than 0.30, 
(2) a MAF of less than 0.0003, (3) a Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium P < 1 × 10−6 and/
or (4) three or more observed alleles (that is, multiallelic sites). We also excluded 
the pseudoautosomal regions from analysis as their very small size precluded a 
reliable estimation of partitioned heritability and statistical enrichment (and they 
cannot be merged with the non-pseudoautosomal region in GCTA). We note that 
imputation and MAF thresholds were established based on previous research on 
optimal parameters for estimating heritability from genomic data22.

The sample was then pruned for missingness, removing participants missing 
5% or more of genotypes; however, no samples met this criterion after applying the 

variant-level filters described above. In preparation for the heritability analyses, the 
sample was pruned for relatedness, removing one participant from a related pair 
if estimated relatedness exceeded 0.05 (note that the pruning algorithm selectively 
removed individuals to maximize the remaining sample size). This resulted in 
the removal of 1,606 participants. Finally, we removed eight participants who had 
values of zero for any of the regional phenotypes. These preprocessing steps  
yielded a final sample of 32,256 participants with information on 16,873,171  
SNPs (16,255,343 autosomal SNPs and 617,828 X-chromosome SNPs) spanning 
the genome.

Genotype coding. The genetic analyses reported in this study were conducted 
using PLINK (v.2.00)54 and GCTA (v.192.1beta6)11. During quality control and 
preprocessing, imputed dosages were converted to genotype hard calls using 
the default settings in PLINK, where calls with an uncertainty greater than 0.10 
were treated as missing. Both PLINK and GCTA handle the X-chromosome 
in a similar manner. In GCTA, the X-chromosome genetic relationship matrix 
(GRM) was constructed with females coded as diploid (0, 1 or 2) and males 
coded as homozygous diploid (0 or 2), as described below. The GRM was then 
parameterized under three different assumptions related to genetic variance on 
the X-chromosome (that is, dosage compensation), and the best-fitting model was 
selected (also described below). In PLINK, X-chromosome association analyses 
were conducted by analyzing males as homozygous diploid (0 or 2), which is in 
accordance with the evidence of full dosage compensation for those phenotypes.

GRMs. We used GCTA (v.1.92.1beta6) to construct autosomal and X-chromosome 
GRMs for the sample, which quantified genetic similarity between all individuals 
in the sample. First, the genetic relationship between individuals j and k was 

estimated as 
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 for autosomal SNPs, where N refers 

to the number of SNPs and x and p refer to the number of copies (0, 1 or 2) and 
the frequency of the reference allele for SNP i. This equation was then modified 
to estimate the genetic relationship based on the X-chromosome that accounts 
for the fact that males have only one X-chromosome. As described by Yang and 
colleagues11, the original equation was modified such that genetic relationships 
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for a female–male pair.

GREML. We also used GCTA (v.1.92.1beta6) to estimate and partition 
total SNP-based heritability for the 1,091 morphological phenotypes via the 
GREML method. To estimate and partition heritability across the autosomes 
and the X-chromosome, we began with a single-component GREML analysis 
in GCTA. This mixed-linear model can be expressed as y = Xβ + ga + ε with 
var(y) = V = A

a

σ

2

a

+ Iσ

2

ϵ

, where y is a n × 1 vector of standardized phenotypes with 
sample size n, β is a vector of fixed effects for covariates (here, sex, age, the first 
20 principal components of ancestry, genotyping batch and scanning site), ga is a 
n × 1 vector of genetic effects attributable to the autosomes, ε is a vector of residual 
effects, A is a GRM that quantifies the genetic similarity between individuals in the 
sample, I is a n × n identity matrix and σ2

a

 is the variance explained by all autosomal 
SNPs. Following this model, the restricted maximum likelihood method was used 
to estimate σ2

a

. Note that heritability estimates were derived from a model where 
variance component estimates were constrained to be greater than zero for the 
sake of interpretation, as negative variance estimates can skew the proportion of 
variance explained by SNPs in a given partition.

The basic model was then extended to estimate the variance explained by 
the X-chromosome (σ

2

X

), such that y = Xβ + ga + gX + ε, where gX is a vector of 
genetic effects attributable to the X-chromosome. To evaluate evidence of dosage 
compensation11, we used GCTA to fit this mixed-linear model under three different 
assumptions for the variance of gX: (1) no dosage compensation, where variance 
equals AND

X

σ

2

X

; (2) full dosage compensation, where variance equals AFD

X

σ

2

X

; and 
(3) equal variance for males and females, where variance equals A

X

σ

2

X

. Model 
log likelihood (L) and Akaike information criterion (AIC) were used to identify 
the model that best fit the data. The latter was calculated as AIC = −2L + 2k, 
where L is the log likelihood and k is the number of parameters estimated in each 
model (note that k is invariant across models). Differences in AIC (ΔAIC) were 
then computed to further quantify the degree of evidence for the optimal model 
relative to the equal variance model (that is, the theoretical null model), where 
ΔAIC = ΔAICEV – ΔAICmin. As established in information theory, a difference of 
ten or greater reflects strong evidence for the optimal model minimizing AIC55. 
Parameter estimates from the best fitting model were carried forth and used in 
subsequent analyses.

For the purposes of plotting and visualization, we also created a dimensional 
index of the degree of support for the possible dosage compensation models. 
Specifically, we adjusted the ΔAIC statistic by multiplying it by −1 when the best 
fitting model was the no dosage compensation model. As such, this modified 
statistic, which we call ΔAICDC, is equal to zero when the equal variance model fits 
best. Departures from zero reflect quantitative and dimensional evidence for either 
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no dosage compensation (negative values) or full dosage compensation (positive 
values). Accordingly, ΔAICDC values ≤ −10 are indicative of strong evidence for no 
dosage compensation while values ≥ +10 are indicative of strong evidence for full 
dosage compensation.

Sex-stratified heritability analysis. To provide a complementary test of male–
female differences in X-linked genetic variance, we used sex-stratified analyses 
to separately estimate heritability in males and females for the 920 cortical and 
subcortical ROIs where the full dosage compensation model fit best. In these 
sex-stratified GREML analyses, we employed the same procedure used to produce 
our final estimates of total and partitioned heritability, but we performed the 
analysis in a manner naive to dosage compensation. A nonparametric Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test was then used to test whether the X-linked heritability estimates in 
female-only and male-only subsamples were similar distributions with equivalent 
medians. Finally, we calculated the ratio of the medians of this distribution and 
used bootstrapping to compute a 95% CI for this ratio.

Sex ratio of cortical SA variance. We calculated the phenotypic variance of 
cortical SA in males and females separately. To parallel the primary analysis, 
the regional SA phenotypes were adjusted for total SA, the first 20 principal 
components of ancestry, sex, age, genotyping batch and scanning site. The 
phenotypic variance ratio was then computed as VPM

V

PF

, where VPM and VPF refer to 
the phenotypic variance in males and females, respectively.

Enrichment tests. Here, we defined enrichment as the proportion of heritability 
in the partition divided by the proportion of genomic base pairs that reside on 

the partition, such that the XI ratio for a given phenotype is 
(h2
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. This 

definition is analogous to previous definitions of enriched heritability20,56, and 
establishes a partition-specific null that follows the theoretical assumption of 
equal per-SNP heritability57,58. To determine whether the observed heritability for 
a given partition was statistically different than what would be expected given its 
genomic length, we used a one-sample enrichment Z-test that was monotonically 

related to the enrichment ratio (ρ = 0.95), where Z =

(observed h

2

X

−expected h

2

X

)

standard error

. 

This enrichment Z-statistic was then used to obtain a corresponding P value, 
which was subsequently adjusted for the false discovery rate (FDR). For each 
chromosome, the proportion of genomic base pairs residing within the partition 
was calculated using assembly statistics for Genome Reference Consortium 
Human Build 37 (GRCh37) available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/
GCF_000001405.13/.

Extended partitioned heritability analyses. To verify that the heritability estimate 
for a given chromosome was largely proportional to its genomic length (as 
previously reported2), we conducted extended GREML analyses that included a 
genetic variance component for each chromosome. Specifically, for the 56 regional 
SA phenotypes with significant enrichment of X-chromosome heritability, we 
extended the final GREML model to include a genetic variance component for 
each of the 23 chromosomes (22 autosomes and the X-chromosome). This yielded 
estimates of heritability per chromosome h2

c

 for each region. We then computed 
the mean and 95% CIs for each partition’s h2

c

 estimate by averaging across regions, 
and plotted those values as a linear function of chromosome length. The line of 
best fit for these values showed a strong concordance to the theoretical expectation 
based on equal per-SNP heritability57,58, and only the X-chromosome deviated 
substantially from the expected value.

Sensitivity analyses. We performed three additional analyses to interrogate 
the robustness of the final results for the 358 regional SA phenotypes: (1) 
release-stratified GREML (that is, two subsamples corresponding to the first 
and second releases of UKB neuroimaging data); (2) repeated GREML in 100 
random split-halves of the sample; and (3) GREML with a more conservative MAF 
threshold (0.001 versus 0.0003). In the release-stratified GREML analyses, we 
re-estimated model parameters and computed the enrichment Z-statistics in each 
subsample. We then computed the cross-ROI correlation of those Z-statistics across 
releases. In the repeated GREML analyses, we re-estimated model parameters and 
computed the enrichment Z-statistics in 100 random split-halves of the sample, 
holding the ratio of females and males to be the same in both matching halves. For 
this analysis, we computed the cross-ROI correlation for each pair of split-halves, 
which generated a distribution of correlation values that further indexed the 
reliability of our results. Finally, in the GREML analyses employing a more 
conservative MAF threshold, we applied the same quality control procedures and 
conducted the same statistical analysis with one exception: we filtered out SNPs 
with a MAF less than 0.001 before constructing the GRMs. Here, the cross-ROI 
correlation of enrichment Z-statistics across MAF thresholds was computed.

To test whether the cortical parcellation scheme influenced the estimates of 
regional XIs on SA, we also repeated the final GREML analyses for SA using a 
308-region cortical parcellation25 that has been widely used in prior work. Also, a 
pre-calculated scheme based on rotations of this 308-region parcellation provides a 
nonparametric permutation test of the significance of spatial correlations between 
two regional maps while accounting for the shared spatial autocorrelation and the 

arbitrary variations in power that would otherwise arise from changes in spatial 
resolution26,27. Based on the coordinates of the HCP and 308 parcellations defined 
in the shared FreeSurfer cortical space, we projected the XI Z-statistics for SA in 
the HCP-parcellation to the 308-parcellation (by averaging the values in each of the 
308 parcels) and calculated the cross-parcel Pearson’s correlation between these XI 
Z-statistics for SA (that is, projected from the HCP) and those directly calculated 
in the 308 parcellation. The statistical significance of this observed correlation was 
determined by the nonparametric spin test described below.

Spin tests. To assess the specificity of the correspondence between pairs of cortical 
maps, we generated 10,000 rotations (that is, spins) of the cortical parcellation27,59. 
A measure of observed spatial correspondence between two maps of interest could 
then be compared against the null distribution of measures generated from using 
the spun maps. Importantly, the spin approach allows any regional measure to 
be permuted while controlling for spatial contiguity and hemispheric symmetry. 
We first obtained the spherical surface coordinates for the centroid of each ROI 
within the 308 cortical regions on the fsaverage template in FreeSurfer. These were 
then rotated about the three principal axes at three randomly generated angles. 
Given the separate left- and right-hemisphere cortical projections, and to preserve 
symmetry, the same random angles were applied to both hemispheres with the 
caveat that the sign of the angles was flipped for the rotation around the y and z 
axes. Following each rotation, the coordinates of the rotated regions were matched 
to the coordinates of the initial regions using Euclidean distance, proceeding in 
descending order of average Euclidean distance between pairs of regions on the 
rotated and unrotated spheres (that is, starting with the rotated region that is 
furthest away, on average, from the unrotated regions).

Topographic annotation of brain regions with enriched X-linked heritability. 
We examined the spatial coupling between enriched XIs on cortical SA and 
topography of the Yeo–Krienen cortical parcellation, which classifies 17 functional 
intrinsic connectivity networks derived from resting-state functional MRI 
data28. We assigned a label of 1 to 17 from the Yeo–Krienen parcellation to each 
parcel of the 308-parcellation by identifying the maximum overlap among the 
17 networks with that parcel. A primary omnibus test first was used to examine 
whether the spatial distribution of XIs on SA was related to topography of the 
Yeo–Krienen-parcellation. To achieve this test, we recorded the observed F-test 
value of a regression model with XI Z-statistics for regional SA as the dependent 
variable, and the Yeo–Krienen assignments as the independent variable. We then 
compared this observed F value against a distribution of 10,000 null F values from 
repeating the above regression models using spun versions of XI Z-statistics for 
regional SA (see ‘Spin tests’ above). Given a detection of a significant omnibus 
association, follow-up post hoc spin tests were used to identify which specific 
components of the Yeo–Krienen-parcellation showed overlaps with enriched XIs 
on SA. Specifically, we used Fisher’s exact tests to compute the observed odds 
ratio for overlap between each of the 17 Yeo–Krienen networks and regions of 
significant XI enrichment for SA. A nominal P value was derived for each network 
by comparing its observed odds ratio with 10,000 null odds ratios from spun 
versions of significant XI enrichment for SA.

We also compared the spatial pattern of enriched XIs on SA to functional 
anatomy of the human brain as described by Neurosynth (https://neurosynth.
org), an online platform for meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging literature29. 
Previously, a topic modeling technique was applied to the text of over 11,000 
studies in the Neurosynth database to define a set of 50 topics capturing 
conceptually distinct aspects of human cognition60. Each topic represents a 
cluster of weighted text terms with shared relevance for a common overarching 
cognitive construct and is tagged with a specific association test map, in which 
each voxel’s association statistic (Z-score) represents the likelihood that that voxel 
is preferentially activated by the topic in question over all other topics. To exclude 
association test maps that lack meaningful results, we applied an empirical filter to 
these 50 maps and retained 30 significant maps with at least one cluster of greater 
than 100 contiguous voxels after correcting for FDR.

For each of these 30 Neurosynth association test maps, we assigned each parcel 
of 308 to 1 if there was an overlap between the significant regions in the association 
test map and that parcel, to 0 if not. Again, a primary omnibus test was used to 
determine whether the spatial distribution of XIs on SA was non-randomly related 
to the topography of regional cortical activation for the 30 Neurosynth topics. 
Specifically, for each Neurosynth topic term, we calculated the F-test value of a 
regression model with XI Z-statistics for regional SA as the dependent variable 
and the binary Neurosynth assignments for that term in the 308 parcellation as the 
independent variable. We then compared the average of these F values across all 30 
Neurosynth topics, with the null distribution of this average F value from 10,000 
spins of XI Z-statistics for regional SA. Given a detection of a significant omnibus 
association, follow-up post hoc spin tests were used to identify which specific 
Neurosynth topic maps showed an overlap with enriched XIs on SA. Specifically, 
we used Fisher’s exact tests to compute the observed odds ratio for overlap between 
each Neurosynth topic map and regions of significant XI enrichment for SA. A 
nominal P value was derived for each Neurosynth topic by comparing its observed 
odds ratio with 10,000 null odds ratios from spun versions of significant XI 
enrichment for SA. Given the aim of annotating enriched XIs on SA, the omnibus 
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tests above excluded those regions with evidence of significant depletion of XIs on 
SA (Extended Data Fig. 8).

X-chromosome association analyses. We used PLINK (v.2.00) to conduct a series of 
SNP-based XWA tests for SA phenotypes with significantly enriched X-chromosome 
heritability. As previously noted, females were coded as diploid (0, 1 or 2) and 
males were analyzed as homozygous diploid (0 or 2) in accordance with the full 
dosage compensation model. The final analytic sample in the GREML analyses 
(that is, the unrelated imaging sample) was selected as the analytic sample for 
association analyses. Hard call genotypes were analyzed by fitting the linear model 
y = XβX + GβG + ε for each SNP, where y is the phenotype, X is the covariate matrix, 
G is the genotype matrix for the target SNP and ε is the error term. Paralleling the 
GREML analyses, the first 20 principal components of ancestry, sex, age, genotyping 
batch and scanning site were included as covariates. We then used an established 
EasyQC (v.9.2)61 pipeline to perform additional quality control on the GWAS 
summary statistics, as described in previous studies62,63. Here, we filtered out rare and 
low-frequency SNPs (MAF < 0.005), SNPs that were not imputed well (imputation 
score < 0.60), SNPs that were unavailable or discordant with the reference panel 
(a combination of 1000 Genomes Phase 3 v.5 and UK10K data) or SNPs that had 
implausible values (for example, P > 1). There were 240,400 X-chromosome SNPs 
suitable for gene-based testing after applying these quality control filters. Finally, 
after subjecting the XWA summary statistics to quality control, we used MAGMA 
(v.1.08)64 to conduct gene-based association analyses for 724 X-linked genes. 
Here, we used default MAGMA parameters and followed standard procedures for 
gene-based association analyses as implemented in FUMA65.

Biological annotation of associated genes. The disease relevance of the genes 
identified in gene-based XWA analyses was investigated via Enrichr66, which 
used Fisher’s exact test to evaluate whether the XWA gene set was enriched in 
gene–disease ontologies indexed by DisGeNET67. In Enrichr, the human genome 
is used as the ‘background’ set and P values were corrected for FDR. To provide an 
independent and more conservative test of enrichment, we used a hypergeometric 
test to evaluate whether the XWA gene set was enriched for a curated list of genes 
implicated in developmental disorders by the DDD project (‘probable’ or ‘confirmed’ 
developmental disorder genes)32,33. Here, we identified brain-expressed genes (per 
the Human Protein Atlas31; https://www.proteinatlas.org/humanproteome/brain) as 
the background set to conduct a more conservative test of enrichment.

To further evaluate the developmental relevance of the identified genes, 
we characterized their expression trajectory in the PsychENCODE dataset34. 
Specifically, we applied weighted gene correlation network analysis (using the 
WGCNA (v.1.69) package in R)34,68 to the PsychENCODE data to compute a 
weighted average expression profile (eigengene), treating the gene set as a module. 
We then plotted expression as a function of sample age, using a locally estimated 
scatter plot smoothing line-of-best-fit to characterize the temporal pattern of gene 
set expression in cortical tissue. Inspection of this line (and the accompanying 95% 
CI) indicated that these genes were differentially expressed across development.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
No data were collected as part of this study. All genetic and phenotypic data 
(including neuroimaging data) are available from the UKB via their standard data 
access procedure, as described at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/register-apply. The 
Neurosynth data for topic-based meta-analyses are available at https://neurosynth.
org/analyses/topics/. The PsychENCODE data for developmental expression 
analyses are available at http://development.psychencode.org. XWA summary 
statistics are available at https://osf.io/cqxdj/.

code availability
No custom software was used in this study. All relevant software and code are 
described in the text and can be found at the URLs or references cited.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Distributions of X-linked heritability in males and females for regional measures of brain anatomy. Raincloud-style plot that 

considers all regional measures of brain anatomy where the full dosage compensation model was the best fitting model (n = 1,840 sex-stratified 

heritability estimates). X-linked heritability for males and females was independently estimated within each sex in a model-naïve manner (Methods). The 

median X-linked heritability in males is 2.37 times larger (bootstrapped 95% CI = 1.70-3.25) than the median X-linked heritability in females (two-sided 

Wilcoxon P = 1.18e-23). Summary statistics for males: minimum = 1e-6, Q1 = 3.98e-4, median = 6.34e-3, Q3 = 1.3e-2, maximum = 3.64e-2. Summary 

statistics for females: minimum = 1e-6, Q1 = 1e-6, median = 2.67e-3, Q3 = 7.48e-3, maximum = 3.34e-2.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Regional patterning of X-chromosome dosage compensation for cortical volume (cV). a, Categorical map showing the 

best-fitting X-chromosome dosage compensation model for each cortical region. NDC = no dosage compensation, EV = equal variance, FDC = full dosage 

compensation. b, Continuous map showing regional variation in the strength of statistical evidence for X-chromosome dosage compensation on CV, as 

indexed by ΔAICDC (Methods). ΔAICDC equals zero when the EV model fits best, and departures from zero reflect quantitative evidence for either NDC 

or FDC. Values ≤ -10 are indicative of strong evidence for NDC while values ≥ +10 are indicative of strong evidence for FDC. Any values less than −10 or 

greater than 10 were set to −10 and 10, respectively, for illustration.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Regional patterning of X-chromosome dosage compensation for cortical thickness (cT). a, Categorical map showing the 

best-fitting X-chromosome dosage compensation model for each cortical region. NDC = no dosage compensation, EV = equal variance, FDC = full dosage 

compensation. b, Continuous map showing regional variation in the strength of statistical evidence for X-chromosome dosage compensation on CT, as 

indexed by ΔAICDC (Methods). ΔAICDC equals zero when the EV model fits best, and departures from zero reflect quantitative evidence for either NDC 

or FDC. Values ≤ -10 are indicative of strong evidence for NDC while values ≥ +10 are indicative of strong evidence for FDC. Any values less than −10 or 

greater than 10 were set to −10 and 10, respectively, for illustration.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Regional patterning of X-chromosome influences (Xis) on cortical volume (cV). a, Continuous map of total SNP heritability (h2
g

) 

for regional CV. b, Continuous map of X-linked heritability (h2
x

) for regional CV. c, Continuous map of regional ratio between the observed proportion of 

total heritability assigned to the X-chromosome, and the expected proportion from X-chromosome size (XI ratio). Values greater than one reflect enriched 

XIs and values less than one reflect depleted XIs (Methods).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Regional patterning of X-chromosome influences (Xis) on cortical thickness (cT). a, Continuous map of total SNP heritability (h2
g

) 

for regional CT. b, Continuous map of X-linked heritability (h2
x

) for regional CT. c, Continuous map of regional ratio between the observed proportion of 

total heritability assigned to the X-chromosome, and the expected proportion from X-chromosome size (XI ratio). Values greater than one reflect enriched 

XIs and values less than one reflect depleted XIs (Methods).
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | comparison of the enrichment ratio for X-chromosome influences (Xis) on three morphological features of the cortex. a, Ranked 

scatter plot of the regional XI enrichment ratio for cortical surface area, volume, and thickness, where the 358 cortical regions are ranked by their XI 

enrichment ratio for surface area. b,c,d, Scatter plots of the regional XI enrichment ratio for (b) surface area and volume, (c) thickness and volume, and (d) 

thickness and surface area.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | comparison of the enrichment Z statistic for X-chromosome influences (Xis) on three morphological features of the cortex.  

a, Ranked scatter plot of the regional XI enrichment Z-statistic for cortical surface area, volume, and thickness, where the 358 cortical regions are ranked 

by their XI enrichment Z-statistic for surface area. b,c,d, Scatter plots of the regional XI enrichment Z-statistic for (b) surface area and volume, (c) 

thickness and volume, and (d) thickness and surface area.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Statistically-significant depletion and enrichment of X-chromosome influences (Xis) on three morphological features of the 

cortex. a,b,c, Categorical maps showing the regions of statistically significant depletion or enrichment of XIs (after correction for multiple comparisons) 

on (a) cortical surface area, (b) cortical volume, and (c) cortical thickness.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Sensitivity analyses for observed X-chromosome influences (Xis) on cortical surface area (SA). a, Cross-region of interest 

(ROI) correlation in the XI Z-statistic for SA between first and second releases of UKB neuroimaging data. b, Distribution of cross-ROI correlations in 

the XI Z-statistic for SA for 100 split-halves of the UKB dataset. c, Cross-ROI correlation in the XI Z-statistic for SA between UKB analyses differing in 

minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold. d, Continuous map of XI enrichment ratio for SA as computed in the 308-parcellation. e, Observed cross-ROI 

correlation (dashed line) in the 308-parcellation between XI Z-statistics computed in the 308-parcellation vs. those projected into the 308-parcellation 

from values computed in the primary HCP atlas. Density plot shows a null distribution of these correlations from 10,000 rotational permutations ‘spins’ of 

the 308 map. The observed correlation (two-sided Pearson’s r = .76) is significantly elevated relative to this null distribution (Pspin < 1e-4) (Methods).
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | X-linked SNPs associated with regional surface area phenotypes with enriched X-chromosome influences (Xis). An 

X-chromosome-wide Manhattan plot of the minimum P-value for each SNP across all tested phenotypes. The x-axis refers to the chromosomal position, 

the y-axis refers to the significance of the SNP-based association test as a -log10 P-value, the horizontal dashed line denotes genome-wide significance 

(P = 5e-8), and the horizontal two-dashed line denotes a more conservative significance threshold accounting for all tested phenotypes (P = 8.93e-10).
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For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.

n/a Confirmed

The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement

A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly

The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided 

Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.
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A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons
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AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)
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Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated

Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.
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Policy information about availability of computer code

Data collection As no new data were collected in this study, there is no custom software or code to report here.

Data analysis No custom software was used in this study. All relevant software and code are described in the text and can be found at the URLs or 

references cited. A list of key software used in this study follows: Human Connectome Project pipeline v3, FreeSurfer v5.3.0, PLINK v1.90, 

PLINK v2.00, GCTA v1.92.1beta6, R v3.6.2, R v4.0.3, EasyQC v9.2, MAGMA v1.08, WGCNA v1.69. Note that some software described in the 

Methods (e.g., SHAPEIT3, IMPUTE4) were only used by the original UK Biobank investigators, and are only described in the current manuscript 
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Data

Policy information about availability of data

All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable: 

- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets 

- A list of figures that have associated raw data 

- A description of any restrictions on data availability

No data was collected as part of this study. All genetic and phenotypic data (including neuroimaging data) are available from the UK Biobank via their standard data 

access procedure, as described at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/register-apply. The Neurosynth data for topic-based meta-analyses is available at https://

neurosynth.org/analyses/topics/. The PsychENCODE data for developmental expression analyses is available at http://development.psychencode.org. XWAS 

summary statistics are available at https://osf.io/cqxdj/.
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Behavioural & social sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.

Study description The present study is a quantitative study of the UK Biobank. It is a genetically-informative study that quantifies the influence of the X 

chromosome on individual differences in neuroanatomy, as measured via structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Research sample The UK Biobank (UKB) is a large-scale biomedical study designed to investigate the influence of genetic and environmental variables 

on human health and wellbeing. All participants provided informed consent, were genotyped, and completed a myriad of 

questionnaires related to complex traits. A subset of participants also took part in a MRI protocol, where they attended a scanning 

appointment at one of three sites. The final sample size for the present study was 32,256 (52.97% female, mean age = 64.31). Data 

and materials are available via UK Biobank (https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk).

Sampling strategy The UK Biobank is a large population-based biobank that is largely representative of the UK population. Details on the sampling 

strategy can be found at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk, as well as in studies previously published by the original UK Biobank 

investigators. We selected the UK Biobank as our analytic sample, as it is (1) the largest sample with the types of data required for 

these analyses, and (2) well-powered for GREML-based heritability analyses.

Data collection No new data was collected for this study. Only existing data was analyzed. Details on the data collection strategy of the UK Biobank 

can be found at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk, as well as in studies previously published by the original UK Biobank investigators.

Timing No new data was collected for this study. Only existing data was analyzed. Details on the timing of data collection of the UK Biobank 

can be found at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk, as well as in studies previously published by the original UK Biobank investigators. The 

official website of UK Biobank states that data collection began in 2006 and some related activities continue to present day.

Data exclusions We made use of all available data that passed quality control thresholds. Data was only excluded if the data were considered low 

quality per standard conventions in the field. All data exclusion criteria are thoroughly described in the Methods section of the 

manuscript.

Non-participation As we did not collect the data, we are not privy to information regarding non-participation.

Randomization N/A. Covariates were included in all statistical models.

Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, 

system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 

Materials & experimental systems
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Animals and other organisms
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Dual use research of concern

Methods
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ChIP-seq
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Ethics oversight This research was supported by the Intramural Research Program of the National Institute of Mental Health (NIH Annual 

Report Number, ZIA MH002794-13), and conducted using the UK Biobank Resource under Application Number 22875. Ethical 

approval for the UK Biobank study was obtained by the original investigators.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.

Magnetic resonance imaging

Experimental design

Design type No functional MRI data was analyzed in the present study.

Design specifications No functional MRI data was analyzed in the present study.

Behavioral performance measures No functional MRI data was analyzed in the present study.

Acquisition

Imaging type(s) T1-weighted and T2 FLAIR structural scans were acquired on a Siemens Skyra 3T scanner.

Field strength 3 Tesla.

Sequence & imaging parameters For T1-weighterd imaging, a 3D MPRAGE sequence was used with 1 mm sagittal slices, 1 x 1 mm in-place resolution, in- 

plane acceleration iPAT=2, and prescan-normalization. For T2 FLAIR imaging, a 3D SPACE sequence was used with 1.05 

mm sagittal slices, 1 x 1 mm in-place resolution, in-plane acceleration iPAT=2, partial Fourier = 7/8, fat saturation, 

elliptical k-space scanning, and prescan-normalization.

Area of acquisition Whole brain.

Diffusion MRI Used Not used

Preprocessing

Preprocessing software We used the PreFreeSurfer and FreeSurfer pipelines from the Human Connectome Project pipeline v3 (https://github.com/ 

Washington-University/HCPpipelines) for the data pre-processing of the T1-weighted and T2 FLAIR MRI scans.

Normalization Nonlinear registration of MRI images.

Normalization template fsaverage surface template.

Noise and artifact removal N/A. No functional MRI data was analyzed in the present study.

Volume censoring N/A. No functional MRI data was analyzed in the present study.

Statistical modeling & inference

Model type and settings We performed a series of genome-based restricted maximum likelihood (GREML) analyses in GCTA (Genome Wide Complex 

Trait Analysis) to (i) evaluate evidence for dosage compensation, (ii) partition heritability across chromosomes, and (iii) test 

for enriched X-linked heritability for 1,091 morphological phenotypes, corresponding to cortical surface area, thickness, and 

volume estimates for 358 standard regions of interest (ROIs), 14 subcortical volume ROIs, and 3 global phenotypes (total 

volume, total surface area, mean thickness).

Effect(s) tested Dosage compensation (of X-chromosome), partitioned heritability across all chromosomes, and X-chromosome heritability 

enrichment of the neuroimaging phenotypes.

Specify type of analysis: Whole brain ROI-based Both

Anatomical location(s)

Our primary analyses were focused on the following neuroanatomical phenotypes: 

i. 358 cortical ROIs (N=180 for each hemisphere) for each phenotype (cortical surface area, thickness, and 

volume) from the HCP parcellation, 

ii. 14 non-cortical ROIs for volume, and 

iii. 3 global phenotypes (total volume, total surface area, mean thickness). 

We also used an alternative gyral-based (i.e., anatomically-driven) “308-parcellation” was used for a 

sensitivity analysis (see Methods).

Statistic type for inference
(See Eklund et al. 2016)

Correlation (Pearson's r) was used to test for similarity between cortical brain maps. Wilcoxon rank test was used for testing 

median differences in sex-stratified analyses. Heritability estimates and enrichment ratios were used to quantify genetic 

effects.

Correction FDR correction & rotation-based permutation testing of the cortical brain maps (https://github.com/frantisekvasa/ 

rotate_parcellation).
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Models & analysis

n/a Involved in the study

Functional and/or effective connectivity

Graph analysis

Multivariate modeling or predictive analysis
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